Elbow connections and changing filters on Eau Flow 505 RO
This notice is ONLY for Eau Flow 505 (2019) models with 90° elbows connected, as per
below:

Carry on reading

Ignore this document & discard

The process takes around 10 minutes and can be carried out when changing the 5 cartridges
on the annual service. It is only carried out ONCE and ensures you can change the 5
cartridges without needing to call out an engineer.
Some practices might struggle to open up the RO cabinet, when sliding back the black side
panel:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

TURN OFF all water supplies to the RO unit and on the valve on the storage tank
OPEN dispensing tap or valve to purge any existing water from the system
TURN OFF 13-amp switch on socket so no power is coming to RO unit.
HAVE some paper towelling available to mop up any water drips
BEFORE removing ANY of the white plastic tubes, mark them (with a markerpen
‘F’, ‘T’, ‘D’ & ‘I;) so you know EXACTLY where they need to be reinserted in the
ports at the back of the RO: Faucet / Tank / Drain / Inlet

…cont

6) Using a flat headed screwdriver, or similar tool, push onto collar on the quick-release on the
RO with one hand and pull the white elbow out of the port with the other. The pressing of
the screwdriver will release the ‘quick-connect’ mechanism, as indicated in the image 3
below.

Image 3:

7) Repeat for all 4 elbows
8) Now you can open RO unit as normal, by sliding back black panel and unclipping white panel
and changing all 5 cartridges. Discard in black bag rubbish: non-hazardous items
9) Disconnect each elbow from plastic tubing and discard in black-bag rubbish

10) Now reinstall tubing into back of RO unit, as per your marks in step 5) above.
11) When returning RO unit to its location, DO NOT push it to the back of the cabinet, so it
creases or bends the tube. Typically leave a 10-15 cm gap.
12) Monitor the RO system daily making sure there is no sign of water dripping / weeping.

For any further queries, please contact technical@cleancert.co.uk

